Workiva for Capital Markets

The leading cloud platform for connected data, reporting, and compliance solutions
Increase control and de-risk your capital market
deals with Workiva. Eliminate the inherent risk
and inefficiencies of traditional manual printing
processes, and enable real-time interaction across
the deal team.
Workiva helps you deliver connected, consistent,
and accurate content and supports a faster
review process for transactional reporting. The
working group can operate within a secure
cloud environment to enhance communication,
transparency, and accountability.
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A dedicated Capital Markets Client Services Team
provides 24/7 support—from document creation,
to filing, to printing and distribution.
Reduce risk and improve efficiency in IPO, M&A,
and debt and equity deals with Workiva.

Streamline the process

Gain control

When it comes time to file and print, Workiva
enables you to produce critical output files on
demand, such as HTML and print-ready PDFs.
With one click, instantly view documents without
waiting for third-party printers to process
changes and convert from typeset to EDGAR.

Take ownership of document management during
critical transactions. With granular permissions
and style guides, you can ensure the security and
consistency of documents, down to a footnote.
Focus on the accuracy of content without
relinquishing control to a third-party word processor.

Deliver numbers with confidence

Access dedicated support

Link numbers and other content across your
document ecosystem. When connected text
is edited, it automatically updates all related
materials—from the Business Section to the
Prospectus Summary. Increase efficiency, and
reduce the risk of errors and inconsistencies.

The experienced Workiva Capital Markets
Services team is available 24/7/365. Rely
on the team’s expertise for best practices in
project workflow, document setup and style
management, on-site training and support, and
printing services.

About Workiva
Workiva, the leading cloud provider of connected data, reporting, and compliance solutions, is used by thousands of
enterprises across 120 countries, including more than 75 percent of Fortune 500 ® companies, and by government
agencies. Our customers have linked over five billion data elements to trust their data, reduce risk, and save time. For
more information about Workiva (NYSE:WK), please visit workiva.com.
Always accessible

Data governance

Whether working from a laptop, tablet, or mobile
phone, immediately access information when it
is needed.

Connect and link data across the Workiva
platform. When last-minute changes occur to
documentation or data, users can trust that
information is instantly updated across all
instances without manual work.

Document management
Maintain control of your documents throughout
the deal. Workiva eliminates checkout systems,
email trails, and handwritten notes.
Permissions and security
Trusted by the world’s most sophisticated
organizations, Workiva provides rigorous
safeguards and the highest level of security.
Manage access at all levels—by team, contributor,
or an individual data point.
Version control
All permissioned users have access to the most
up-to-date data, documents, and reports. More
version control means fewer questions and
faster results.

History and audit trail
A history trail is automatically created and saved
for every change in the Workiva platform. All
edits leave a record, providing greater insight
and transparency.
Trusted and proven partner
We are not just a vendor—we are your partner
for success. Our team of expert Customer
Success Managers are available to guide you
every step of the way.
Workflow and tasking
Work better together. Assign and respond to
tasks in your data, documents and reports.
Create internal validations, reviews, requests for
documentation, or other tasks specific to your
working group.

Moving from traditional printers to Workiva was like going from typewriter to computer.
—Jim Frankola, Chief Financial Officer, Cloudera

To learn more, visit workiva.com/capital-markets
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